Improvement of the Thermal Emissivity Calculated with the Vegetation Cover Method by Using Optical Atmospherically Corrected Images
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Abstract—In this paper we assess the influence caused by the lack of atmospheric correction of the optical images used to calculate land surface emissivity (LSE). When thermal emissivity is determined by the Vegetation Cover Method (VCM), information from the solar spectrum in order to calculate the vegetation cover fraction is required. The atmospheric correction is performed in this research by using the combination of the Dark Dense Vegetation method (DDV) and the Second Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the Solar Spectrum (6S) code. The methodology was applied to a Landsat TM image of Tomelloso, Spain. It was determined that the emissivity between 10 and 12 µm only increases 0.4% (which represents a systematic error of approximately +0.2 K in temperature) when atmospherically corrected reflectances are used in relation to non-corrected scenes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The land surface temperature (LST) retrieval by means of passive thermal remote sensing depends on accurate emissivity specification [1]. Land surface emissivity (LSE) measurement by remote sensing has the inconvenience that temperature and emissivity cannot be calculated simultaneously, since the number of unknown variables is always higher than the alone measurements. In order to solve this uncertainty, qualitative approximations are used such as, for instance, supposing a constant value of the emissivity for all the bands, or introducing some hypothesis such as, for example, relating emissivity with some of the vegetation parameters. The Vegetation Cover Method (VCM) developed by [2], is based on the idea suggested by [3] of the dependency between the emissivity in the thermal infrared region and the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). As a consequence, it is expected that the determination of thermal emissivity is affected to a certain extent by the interaction of the atmosphere with the optical solar radiation, which is the scope of this paper.

The atmospheric effect is sometimes not significant [4], but this is not the general case. There are many procedures in the literature for obtaining a reflectance free of atmospheric effects from multispectral satellite sensors. The most accurate are those based on both simultaneous in-field measurements of the atmospheric parameters, like aerosol optical thickness (AOT) in the study area, and the use of a radiative transfer code [5]. In order to do that, one of the most popular codes is the Second Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the Solar Spectrum (6S), described by [6]. Nevertheless, intermediate and more operative solutions may be also adopted, such as the use of an atmospheric normalization method [7,8] or the use of standard climatologic values for the atmospheric parameters [9].

As we previously have mentioned, there are several atmospheric parameters like the AOT to be calculated or measured in order to apply a radiative transfer code. Since a simultaneous AOT measurement is not usually available, there are several methods to determine it by means of only remote sensing imagery. Many works reference the Dark Dense Vegetation (DDV) approximation described in [10] and the Contrast Reduction (CD) from [11]. The former is easier to apply, since the later was designed for a multitemporal case, therefore it requires more than a single image.

The aim of this paper is to measure the influence of solar spectrum atmospheric correction in the estimation of thermal emissivity with VCM method. For this purpose, a combination of the 6S and DDV methods has been used, which proved to be operative and accurate, with no need to use data collected in field campaigns or multitemporal series.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. The Vegetation Cover Method

The VCM is a model for LSE of a pixel that provides the thermal emissivity \( \varepsilon \) as the following expression:

\[
\varepsilon = \varepsilon_v \cdot P_v + \varepsilon_g \cdot (1 - P_v) + 4 \cdot \langle d \varepsilon \rangle \cdot P_v \cdot (1 - P_v)
\]

(1)

where \( \varepsilon_v \) represents vegetation emissivity, \( P_v \) is the fractional vegetation cover, \( \varepsilon_g \) is bare soil emissivity and \( \langle d \varepsilon \rangle \) is the cavity term [2].
Emissivity values for vegetation and bare soil can be measured in the field [12] or obtained from a database on literature as in [13].

The determination of the fractional vegetation cover is estimated by using the NDVI, using the following expression from [2]

\[
\rho_v = \frac{1 - \text{NDVI}_v}{1 - \text{NDVI}_G} \cdot \frac{\text{NDVI}_G}{\text{NDVI}_v} - K \cdot \frac{1 - \text{NDVI}_v}{1 - \text{NDVI}_G}
\]  

(2)

where NDVI_G and NDVI_v represent the minimal and maximum values of the NDVI image respectively, which, provided that the area is large enough, will correspond with areas with no vegetation (bare soil) and with full vegetation coverage.

The K parameter for a Landsat TM set of bands is calculated as in [2]

\[
K = \frac{\rho_{4v} - \rho_{4w}}{\rho_{3v} - \rho_{3w}}
\]  

(3)

where \(\rho_{4v}\) and \(\rho_{3v}\) are the reflectances in the near infrared (TM band 4) and in the red (TM band 3) for the area with full vegetation cover, \(\rho_{4G}\) and \(\rho_{3G}\) are the reflectances in the near infrared (TM band 4) and in the red (TM band 3) for the area without vegetation (bare soil). In [2] it was reported that the VCM error varies between 0.5% and 2.0%, depending on that the values used as \(\varepsilon_v\) and \(\varepsilon_w\) were measured at field or global standard estimations.

B. The DDV and 6S Methods

The absorption effect of the atmosphere gases, and the dispersion effect of gases and aerosols, is simulated by means of the 6S code. The system needs several input parameters in order to characterize the atmosphere. The accuracy of the simulations of 6S depends on the likelihood of the atmospheric parameters [6].

The DDV method is based on the use of dark areas with dense vegetation or DDV, thus the signal received by the sensor comes to a great extent from the atmosphere [14]. According to [15], at the bottom of the atmosphere for the DDV areas and using Landsat TM images, the reflectance in the middle infrared (\(\lambda=550\) nm) by means of the 6S code.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the procedure for the measurement of the aerosol optical depth using the 6S and DDV methods.

- The DDV areas are selected, at the top of the atmosphere image, using a simple reflectance threshold in the middle infrared (TM band 7). Then, a mean value of the reflectance in the middle infrared (\(\rho_7\)) for the selected DDV is calculated.

- The top of the atmosphere reflectance value (\(\rho_1\)) is corrected atmospherically with the 6S method using the clean atmosphere hypothesis i.e. with no aerosol, in order to obtain a good estimation of the DDV reflectance at the bottom of the atmosphere for the middle infrared (\(\rho_1\)).

- With the reflectance at the bottom of the atmosphere for the middle infrared (\(\rho_1\)) it becomes possible to estimate the DDV reflectance at the bottom of the atmosphere for the blue and red channels, (\(\rho_3\)) and (\(\rho_7\)), using the equations (4).

- Using the estimation of reflectance at the bottom of the atmosphere for the blue and red channels, (\(\rho_3\)) and (\(\rho_7\)) it is possible to simulate blue and red top of the atmosphere reflectances (\(\rho_{3b}\)) and (\(\rho_{7b}\)), for a series of aerosol AOT values at \(\lambda=550\) nm by means of the 6S code.

- With these simulations a table is made for each channel (blue and red), which contains the reflectance at the top of the atmosphere for the DDV areas, with the corresponding aerosol optical thickness at \(\lambda=550\) nm.

- In the tables previously calculated, the reflectance of the DDV in blue (\(\rho_3\)) and red (\(\rho_7\)) at the top of the atmosphere will be interpolated, thus estimating the aerosol optical thickness at \(\lambda=550\) nm from blue and red channels. \(\tau_1\) will represent the aerosol optical thickness at \(\lambda=550\) nm obtained with the blue channel, and \(\tau_3\) that of the red one. Since \(\tau_1\) and \(\tau_3\) are two estimations of the same parameter (AOT at \(\lambda=550\) nm) they are expected to fit.
Once optical thickness at \( \lambda = 550 \text{ nm} \) by means of the DDV method is calculated, the next step is to perform the atmospheric correction of the imagery. This is done with the 6S method, using the aerosol optical thickness value obtained before.

In [16] it is reported that the accuracy of the DDV method for the measure of the aerosol optical thickness was estimated as ±0.06 m\(^{-1}\). The absolute error of the reflectance calculated using the aforementioned combination of 6S and DDV was estimated as ±0.015 for visible channels and ±0.08 in the near infrared, according to [15].

### III. Results

We have applied the described methodology to a scene of the Tomelloso area, which is located in the North-eastern end of the province of Ciudad Real (Spain), in the centre of the natural region of La Mancha (Fig. 2). It is a flat area at 670 m above the sea level. The landscape is arid, with little woodland and vineyard plantations. The climate is Mediterranean with continental features; the mean temperature ranges from 5 °C to 26 °C, with a mean annual precipitation of 350 mm. In this area, for the interval 10-12 μm, field measurements yield that \( e_s = 0.975 \), \( e_v = 0.987 \) and they estimated the cavity term as \( \varepsilon = 0.011 \) [17].

We applied the atmospheric correction method proposed to a Landsat 5 TM image sub-scene (1124 by 1124 pixels) taken on August 23, 1994 at 10:05 GMT and centred at geographical coordinates 2.9195 W and 39.1256 N. First of all, the DDV method has been applied to a Landsat TM sub-scene in the Tomelloso area (Ciudad Real, Spain). The vegetation index and fractional vegetation cover increase, the mean thermal emissivity values, we used the sub-scenes A and B of Figure 2. They do not include urbanized areas or road links, and the existing water has been conveniently blacked out. One pixel identified as pure soil and other one of pure vegetation, both on the top and the bottom of the atmosphere reflectance images, have been located for each of the sub-scenes, using the values of the NDVI histogram. With these land and vegetation pixels, the reflectance in the red and near infrared has been measured, as well as the corresponding NDVI. Then we proceeded to calculate the proportion of vegetation and thermal emissivity using the equations (2) and (1) respectively.
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**Table 1. Variation of Reflectance, NDVI, PV, Emissivity and Temperature when Using Atmospherically Corrected Reflectances in the Emissivity Estimation with VCM Method in Relation to Non-Corrected Scenes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnitudes</th>
<th>Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red reflectance (TM 3)</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near infrared reflectance (TM 4)</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho' ) red</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissivity</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.2 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 allows to observe that, even though for the reflectances in the red and near infrared, the vegetation index and fractional vegetation cover increase, the mean thermal emissivity only increases 0.4%. Nevertheless, in according to [1] this increase causes a mean systematic error of approximately +0.2 K in the temperature value.

### IV. Conclusions

In this paper we have combined the 6S and DDV methods in order to implement an operational atmospheric correction procedure for the effects of the emissivity calculations. The method has been applied to a Landsat TM sub-scene in the Tomelloso area (Ciudad Real, Spain). The vegetation index and proportion showed a substantial increase of their mean values when using atmospherically corrected reflectances values. Nevertheless, only a 0.4% increase has been detected in the emissivity. Nonetheless, this increase causes a systematic error in the temperature measure of approximately +0.2 K.
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